A QUESTION FOR EUROPE

Who Gets Carried Away by Europe?

A prize question from Europe’s Young Academies

JURY
Rebecca Adler-Nissen (Copenhagen, Danish Young Academy)
Antoine Buyse (Utrecht, Dutch Young Academy)
Jakub Fichna (Lódz, Polish Young Academy)
Stefan Hild (Glasgow, Scottish Young Academy)
Mia Lindskog (Stockholm, Swedish Young Academy)
Francisco Javier Moreno Fuentes (Madrid)
Marco Pautasso (Parma, Voice of Researchers)
Noel Salazar (Leuven, Belgian Young Academy)
Moritz Schularick (Bonn, German Young Academy)
Cornelia Woll (Paris)

PARTICIPATING YOUNG ACADEMIES
Die Junge Akademie (Germany)
Jonge Academie (Belgium / Flanders)
Det Unge Akademi (Denmark)
De Jonge Akademie (The Netherlands)
Akademia Młodych Uczonych (Poland)
The RSE Young Academy of Scotland
Sveriges Unga Akademi (Sweden)
Who Gets Carried Away by Europe?

Europe attracts and divides. It makes us dream, but it also has a reality with boundaries that shape our lives. What are the dynamics of integration? Whom does Europe sweep off their feet? Does European integration create community or does it lead to exclusion?

By asking this prize question, the Young Academies of several European countries are seeking insights into the motions of Europe, its destinies and processes and the people affected by them.

Answers can take all imaginable forms, from academic or literary to artistic submissions.

Submit your entry before December 1, 2014 at AQuestionforEurope.eu

PRIZES
First Prize: EUR 5,000
Second Prize: EUR 3,000
Third Prize: EUR 2,000

In addition, winners will receive an invitation to the Award Ceremony, which will take place in Berlin in June 2015. Their travel expenses and accommodation in Berlin will be covered by the organisers.

FAQs
Who can participate?
The competition is open to everyone.

When will the results be published?
Winners will be notified by May 2015. The results will be announced in June 2015.

Do I have to submit something in English?
Entries may be submitted in one of the following languages: Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Polish, Spanish, or Swedish.

May I submit several contributions?
Each participant may submit one contribution only, though this may include several elements (e.g., an ensemble of images).

Read full terms and conditions at AQuestionforEurope.eu.